Welcome to the ABOYNE RESIDENTS ASSOCIATION
newsletter for MAY 2015
This newsletter aims to keep our members up to date with any developments,
major and minor, that may have an impact on where we live.

2015 AGM - MARCH 26
Our AGM took place at the end of March, in our usual venue, the Lodge Room at
Aboyne Lodge School. It was reasonably well attended, thanks to everyone who
came along and we were very pleased that all three of our Ward Councillors
were able to be there and Chris White, our County Councillor. Our speaker this
year was Catherine Ross, who told us about the aims and work of Transition St
Albans, a local not-for-profit organisation, aiming to find and encourage local
solutions to the global problems of climate change and increasing energy prices:
to find out more go to: streets@transitionstalbans.org
We’re also grateful to a favourite local restaurant, Bar Meze, who once again
supplied the wine and buffet, for which we would like to express a BIG thank
you. We’ve had some good feedback, not just about the event, but about the
work and involvement of the ARA in the many local issues that have dominated
the last twelve months. The revived ARA is going into its third year now, and the
committee is a mix of old and new faces.
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ARA WEBSITE
We’re very pleased that our new website has finally arrived. We hope it’s going
to be useful - as well as information about the ARA, the newsletter can be
accessed there, as well as all the minutes from our meetings and previous
AGMs. We’d also like to gather information and stories about the history of this
area, and we’ve created a page for your contributions and pictures. Do please
have a look and let us know what you think.
Just follow this link: www.aboynera.org

ST CLAIRE’S
The proposal for the property in Church Crescent to provide accommodation for
single homeless people in the area is still proving controversial. We are very
aware that members of the ARA, and residents of our 15 streets, hold a range of
views over this proposal. However, there is more general agreement on one
aspect of it; that public consultation has been poor, and the many questions put
forward by anxious residents, remain unanswered. Due to this and the
continuing effective lobbying by the St Claire’s Action group and the ARA, the
proposal was called to a SADC scrutiny meeting in early April. This meeting was
well attended. Nigel Gale from the Action Group, put forward a clear outline of
the concerns raised and asked some key questions on the funding requirement
and the actual data on the proposed need for this hostel, that SADC and the
Housing association have so far produced. The councillors were impressively
forensic in unpicking the details, figures and decisions that have got us to this
point. Over a couple of hours the meeting exposed a number of weaknesses in
the Council's position, especially over housing numbers and financial logic.
In terms of housing numbers, the justification for the accommodation was said
to be single homelessness. But the figures used were for all types, including
families. Overall the financial numbers were too confused to be usable by
councillors.
Members of the scrutiny committee agreed that the council should provide
answers to questions in relation to:
•

The need for temporary accommodation generally and for single people in
particular

•

Terms of eligibility

•

How the Risk Assessment for referrals might operate between the Council
and Hightown Housing Association

•

The breakdown of costs and alternatives

•

A further scrutiny committee meeting will look at this in June.

THE BRICKYARD
More Variations to License applications from licensee James Hanning, who has
applied for a variation to allow smokers to use the front paved courtyard of the
premises after 11pm (currently not permitted). If you’ve passed that way
recently you might have noticed that the car parking and bins area was rather
miraculously transformed into a seating area on a couple of occasions. Mr
Hanning has now applied for that to become legal too. Residents – i.e. the
people who have to live with the noise all of this expansion is generating - are
opposing the application, and the ARA is backing this. Update - at a hearing on
14th May the Licensing sub-committee refused the application; the licensing
conditions remain as before.

PLANNING UPDATE
The Local Development Plan (LDP) for St Albans and District lays out the
Council’s long term policies and priorities for development and use of land,
including the Green Belt, for housing, commercial and other purposes. The
current plan is now over 20 years old, making it one of the oldest in the
country. In St Albans the LDP consists of two parts, a high-level Strategic Local
Plan and a more specific Detailed Local Plan. You may recall a draft Strategic
Plan was issued for consultation late last year. The responses made to this are
now being worked through by the Council’s Planning Policy Committee.
Following a lengthy process of review, amendment and examination by central
government, “adoption” of the plan is presently timetabled for November 2016.
Running parallel and a few months behind this process is the development of the
Detailed Local Plan. This second plan will draw on the strategic plan and be
more specific with respect to priorities, timescales and development locations
that were simply proposed in principle by the earlier plan. This document will
follow the same development process as the Strategic Plan, and is currently
timetabled for adoption in February 2017.
When finally adopted by the Council, these two plans will form the bulk of the
Local Development Plan for SADC, and will heavily determine the nature and
scale of land development in our city and district for the next two decades or so.
The next important milestone in the process is the publication for consultation
of a draft Detailed Local Plan. This was expected in May 2015. But you may not
be surprised to learn that the timetable has slipped, not least because of the
election and its probable bearing on a number of key strategic issues. Contact
with the Spatial Planning Dept at the Council, which oversees the whole
process, suggests that publication will now be sometime in July or August.
During its consultation period there will ample opportunity for residents to
inform themselves and make their views known regarding this important set of
policies which will have the potential to impact all of us. At the weblink below,
residents can register to ensure they remain aware of how the planning process
is proceeding and how they take can part in the consultation in due course.
http://www.stalbans.gov.uk/planning/Planningpolicy/
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